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Abstract: To rate uncertainties within anomaly detection course for large span cable-supported 45 

bridges, a probabilistic approach is developed based on confidence interval estimation of extreme 46 

value analytics. First, raw signals from structural health monitoring system are pre-processed, 47 

including missing data imputation using moving time window mean imputation approach, and 48 

thermal response separation through multi-resolution wavelet-based method. Then, an energy index 49 

is extracted from time domain signals to enhance robust of detection performance. A resampling-50 

based method, namely the bootstrap, is adopted herein for confidence interval estimation. Four 51 

confidence levels are defined for the anomaly trend detection in this study, namely 95%, 80%, 50% 52 

and 20%. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed anomaly trend detection methodology is validated 53 

by using in-situ cable force measurements from the Nanjing Dashengguan Yangtze River Bridge. As 54 

a result, the four-level anomaly detection triggers are determined by using the confidence interval 55 

estimation based on cable force measurements in 2007, which are 58671, 48862, 42499 and 39035, 56 

respectively. Subsequently, three cases are presented, which are spike detection, overloading vehicle 57 

detection and snow disaster detection. Through the spike detection, it is verified that energy index is 58 

capable to tolerate signal spikes. Three overloading events are simulated to conduct overloading 59 

vehicle detections. As a result, the three overloading events are detected successfully associated with 60 

different confidences. Snow disaster is detected with a more than 80% confidence based on the field 61 

measurements during the snow storm time window. 62 

Author keywords: large span bridges, anomaly detection, structural health monitoring, extreme 63 

value analysis, confidence interval estimation 64 

 65 

1. Introduction 66 

Large span bridges face potential threats every day owing to sophisticated outer loadings and 67 

aggressive environments (Liu et al., 2021). Although regular inspections are scheduled, it is difficult 68 

to deal with sudden incidents timely, where the sudden incidents include significant changes in 69 
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operational loadings (e.g., overloading vehicles) and structural capacity (structural damage) (Liu et 70 

al., 2020). On the other hand, structural health monitoring (SHM) systems are adopted to provide 71 

real-time screenings of structural responses, outer loadings and environmental factors. Moreover, 72 

SHM systems are often devised and installed on large-scale civil infrastructures worldwide, 73 

especially large span bridges, to afford quantitative information for further analytics (Fujino et al., 74 

2019; Xu and Xia, 2011; Ou and Li, 2010). This makes it possible to conduct timely anomaly 75 

detection for large span bridges based on real-time measurements from SHM systems to ensure the 76 

operational and structural safety. 77 

In order to avoid sudden structural failures, anomalous events, including sudden structural 78 

damages and accidents, are supposed to be detected as early as possible. Since SHM data lay a solid 79 

foundation for anomaly detection investigations, related studies were broadly implemented all over 80 

the world within the last few decades. Initially, dynamic fingerprints of structures (e.g., frequency) 81 

were used to detect structural damages since the dynamic characteristics were stable structural 82 

parameters, which in theory reflect changes in condition of structures. The natural frequencies, 83 

damping values, mode shapes and curvature mode shapes were explored to detect structural damages 84 

(Pandey et al., 1991; Salawu, 1997; Das et al., 2016). Although the effectiveness of dynamic 85 

parameter-based damage detection methods was verified in both theory and laboratory, challenges 86 

posed when applied to large-scale sophisticated structures. The most two prime factors are the 87 

contamination of noise and influence of environmental variations (Peeters et al., 2001). It is proved 88 

that variations of dynamic indexes caused by temperature effects were larger than those induced by 89 

structural damages for a cable-stayed bridge (Xu and Wu, 2007). Peeters et al. (2001) suggested to 90 

distinguish thermal effects from damage events when detecting damages.  91 

In view of the limitations of dynamic characteristics in practical applications, researchers 92 

explored to use static indexes (e.g., strain) to carry out anomaly detection for infrastructures. Yu et 93 

al. (2016) took advantages of deflection time history of a beam for damage detection using wavelet 94 

transform and Lipschitz exponent, where the effectiveness of the method was verified by a model 95 

experiment. Hua et al. (2009) used the changes in cable forces for damage detection of a cable-stayed 96 

bridge based on the fact that damage occurring in the bridge girders would cause a redistribution of 97 

forces in stay cables, where the validity of the approach is illustrated by numerical studies. Ni et al. 98 

(2020) adopted expansion joint displacements to detect damages of expansion joints under Bayesian 99 
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context, where in-situ measurements acquired from a cable-stayed bridge were employed to validate 100 

the effectiveness of the proposed method. Similar to dynamic characteristics, static parameter-based 101 

anomaly detection is affected by environmental factors, especially temperature effects. Plenty of 102 

methodologies for thermal effect modeling and separation are developed, such as regression models 103 

(Ren et al., 2019; Kromanis and Kripakaran, 2014), wavelet transform (Xu et al., 2020a; Wu et al., 104 

2014), blind source separation (Zhu et al., 2018), numerical model-based methods (Xu et al., 2019; 105 

Zhou and Sun, 2019), and Bayesian dynamic linear model (Wang et al., 2019). Considering the 106 

influence of thermal effects to static parameter-based anomaly detection, various temperature-driven 107 

anomaly detection approaches are developed. Xu et al. (2020b) proposed a two-level anomaly 108 

detection for a suspension bridge using girder deflection measurements, where multi-resolution 109 

wavelet-based method was used to separate thermal responses from recorded signals. Zhu et al. (2019) 110 

introduced the blind source separation to improve the performance of moving principal component 111 

analysis for anomaly detection by using strain data, where three cases were used to verify the 112 

effectiveness of the proposed methodology. Tome et al. (2020) and Fan et al. (2020) presented a 113 

strategy for early damage detection for a large cable-stayed bridge based on multivariate 114 

cointegration analysis and statistical process control, where the effects of environmental and 115 

operational variations were suppressed using cointegration analysis. Huang et al. (2020) proposed a 116 

strain-based anomaly detection method for bridge main girders, where the correlation relationship 117 

between temperature and strain of the main girder was established. 118 

Majority of the aforementioned anomaly detection methodologies are based on deterministic 119 

manners, where the uncertainty inherent is not taken into account. However, uncertainties inevitably 120 

exist in the monitoring data induced by environmental variability, measurement noise and the 121 

estimated parameters. In this context, confidence interval estimation, instead of the point estimation, 122 

is devoted to determining the trigger for anomaly detection to consider the uncertainty inherent in 123 

the detection course. Compared with the point estimation, the confidence interval estimation 124 

specifies instead a range within which the parameter is estimated to lie (Efron, 1987; DiCiccio and 125 

Efron, 1996), which has been widely employed to between-subject designs (Loftus and Masson, 126 

1994), clinical research (Schober and Vetter, 2020; Cho et al., 2020), distribution locational marginal 127 

price (Wei et al., 2020) etc. To the best of the author’s knowledge, however, no investigation has 128 

been observed to investigate the anomaly detection of large span bridges in the context of confidence 129 
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interval estimation of extreme value analytics. 130 

In this paper, a probabilistic anomaly detection approach for large span bridges is developed in 131 

the context of confidence interval estimation of extreme value analytics. The measured static 132 

response data from SHM systems are first pre-processed, where missing data are filled to achieve the 133 

continuity and thermal response is separated. Subsequently, the signal energy within a determined 134 

time window is extracted as the index to detect anomalous trend. The trigger associated with 135 

confidence coefficient for anomaly detection is determined based on confidence interval estimation 136 

of generalized Pareto distribution (GPD). Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed anomaly 137 

detection method is verified by using cable force monitoring data of the Nanjing Dashengguan 138 

Yangtze River Bridge, where three cases are presented. 139 

 140 

2. Methodology for probabilistic anomaly trend detection 141 

The general flowchart for probabilistic anomaly trend detection is demonstrated in Fig. 1. In the data 142 

pre-processing, raw signals from SHM systems are first processed using the moving time window 143 

method for missing data imputation, which enhances the continuity of recorded signals (Kalaycioglu 144 

et al., 2016; Nevalainen et al., 2009). Subsequently, the multi-resolution wavelet-based approach is 145 

adopted to address thermal effects based on the distinguished frequency bandwidths (Ni et al., 2012; 146 

Xu et al., 2020a). Once obtaining the pre-processed signals, the anomaly detection index is extracted 147 

as the energy within a certain time window, where two principal parameters (i.e., length of window 148 

and number of overlaps) need to be determined. Based on relatively long-term monitoring data, the 149 

GPD, one of extreme value analysis, is used to determine the trigger for anomaly trend detection, 150 

where confidence interval estimation is employed to rate the uncertainty. 151 

 152 

Fig. 1 Flowchart for probabilistic anomaly trend detection 153 

2.1 Data pre-processing 154 

Data missing is a common issue in data mining of SHM signals, leading to information loss or even 155 
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algorithm failures. According to the scale of missing data, methods subject to missing data imputation 156 

could be classified into two categories: large portion missing data imputation and small portion 157 

discrete missing data imputation. The maximum likelihood (Enders, 2001), artificial neural network 158 

(Martinez-Luengo et al., 2019), Bayesian inference approach (Lai et al., 2019) etc. are preferred to 159 

be used in the case of large portion missing data. For the small portion discrete missing data, the 160 

moving time window imputation (Hawthorne et al., 2005) is mostly employed in practice due to its 161 

brevity. During the course of pre-processing, only small portion missing data were observed. Thus, 162 

the moving time window mean imputation is adopted to address the data missing. The imputation 163 

value xk subject to the missing location k is calculated as  164 
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where 2n is the length of moving time window, and xi, xj are the neighboring values of the missing 165 

point. 166 

The multi-resolution wavelet-based method is applied to separate thermal responses from 167 

recorded data on the foundation of their distinguished frequency bandwidths. The decomposition 168 

level n is determined by  169 
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where fs is the sampling rate of the signal. The specific interpretation regarding the multi-resolution 170 

wavelet-based approach is described in our previous paper (Xu et al., 2020a). 171 

2.2 Index extraction 172 

In existing static response-based anomaly detection investigations, physical quantities (e.g., 173 

deflection) and their changes in form (e.g., cointegration residual) were always adopted as anomaly 174 

detection indexes owing to their straightforwardness and practicability (Xu et al., 2020b; Tome et al., 175 

2020). However, these indexes are sensitive to signal spikes which are common phenomena for 176 

measurements of SHM systems, leading to false detection. Thus, an energy anomaly detection index 177 

is extracted from the measured data, which has tolerance to signal spikes. 178 

The anomaly detection index is defined as the average energy within a determined time window, 179 

which is expressed as 180 
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where x(t) is the time history, m is the length of window, and p is the number of overlaps. 181 

There are two problems when determining the energy index in practical applications, including 182 

determination of the overlap and length of window. Considering the extracted indexes will be applied 183 

to predict anomaly detection trigger by using GPD that requires samples to be independent identically 184 

distributed, none overlap is employed. The length of window will influence the effectiveness of the 185 

anomaly detection. If the length of window is too short, the tolerance of the energy index to spikes 186 

is insufficient, while if the length is too large, the effectiveness of anomaly detection is weakened 187 

owing to the peak clipping of anomalous signals. In this context, the length of window should be 188 

determined by trade-off discussions subject to the time attribute of anomalous events. In theory, the 189 

optimal length of window is the minimum duration of all the potential anomalous events, which 190 

could be defined as 191 

( )1 2min , , , nT t t t=  (4) 

where ti is the duration of anomalous event i, and n is the number of potential anomalous events. 192 

2.3 Trigger determination 193 

In general, the trigger is the extreme value of the defined index (Liu et al., 2015). In this study, GPD 194 

is used to estimate the extreme values of indexes. Compared with the typical block maximum method, 195 

GPD takes full advantages of limited available information (Deng et al., 2018). 196 

The cumulative GPD of a variate x takes the form 197 

 

(5) 

where σ is the scale parameter and ζ is the shape parameter.  198 

To determine the quantile value corresponding to a T-year return period, data are required to be 199 

resampled to meet the request of GPD analysis in independent identically distribution. In this paper, 200 
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maxima of the index within 24 hours are adopted. 201 

Based on the extracted daily maxima, an appropriate threshold is then determined for the GPD 202 

analytic. If the threshold is set too high, the number of out-of-sample is small, resulting in statistical 203 

uncertainty. On the other hand, if the threshold is too low, the excess quantity differs significantly 204 

from the maximum value, leading to a biased estimator. The mean excess function of the GPD is 205 

introduced to determine a proper threshold, which is 206 

 
(6) 

in which Nu denotes the number of excesses over the trigger, xi is the ith excess, and u is the threshold. 207 

The mean excess function is supposed to be a linear function of the excess quantity (Gilli, 2006). 208 

However, the transition from the curve to the straight line is not a point but an interval. To overcome 209 

the shortcoming, the standardized residual is introduced (Zhou et al., 2017) as 210 

 (7) 

where Le(u) is the linear fit of the mean residual life above the threshold, and Sd[e(u)] is the standard 211 

deviation of the e(u). There is an optimal threshold corresponding to the lowest value of standardized 212 

residual to achieve the balance. 213 

To consider the uncertainty in the parameter determination process, the confidence interval 214 

estimation is used to estimate probabilistic triggers (Kysely, 2010). A re-sampling method, the 215 

bootstrap, is adopted for interval estimation (Castillo and Hadi, 1997). The specific steps using the 216 

bootstrap to estimate the shape parameter ζ are summarized as follows (Chen et al., 2017): 217 

(1) estimated shape and scale parameters ̂  and ̂  are first predicted using a point estimation 218 

method (e.g., the maximum likelihood estimation, the probability moment estimation or the L 219 

moment method) based on a given dataset of size n;  220 

(2) form the estimated standard error of ̂ , denoted as ( )ˆ ˆ
eS  ;  221 

(3) generate B bootstrap samples each with size n from GPD( ̂ , ̂ );  222 

(4) for each bootstrap sample, estimate ζ using the point estimation approach as ˆ
b  and compute 223 
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tα is the α percentile point of tb’s. 226 

The procedure of estimation of scale parameter confidence interval is similar. 227 

Finally, the quantile value is estimated as the anomaly detection trigger. Within the reference 228 

period of T years, the cumulative probability p corresponding to a certain guarantee rate Pr is 229 

 (8) 

The quantile value subject to a 100(1-α)% confidence coefficient is 230 
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where u0 is the threshold, 1ˆ
−   is the estimated scale parameter with 100(1-α)% confidence 231 

coefficient, 1
ˆ

−  is the estimated shape parameter with 100(1-α)% confidence coefficient, n is the 232 

number of samples, and Nu is the number of excesses. 233 

Generally, the trigger is defined as the quantile value corresponding to a 95% guarantee rate 234 

within a 100-year reference period (i.e., a return period of 1950 years). 235 

 236 

3. Case study 237 

3.1 The Nanjing Dashengguan Yangtze River Bridge and its SHM System 238 

The Nanjing Dashengguan Yangtze River Bridge, a vital transportation link, crosses the Yangtze 239 

River and connects Liuhe District with Nanjing City, whose site-plan is shown in Fig. 2. The steel 240 

cable-stayed bridge has a total length of 1288m, where the main span is 648m. The configuration of 241 

the Nanjing Dashengguan Yangtze River Bridge is shown in Fig. 3. The bridge deck is supported by 242 

a total of 167 stay cables, and each cable consists of 109 to 241 wires of a 7mm diameter. 243 

 1 T
rp P= −
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 244 

Fig. 2 Site plan of the Nanjing Dashengguan Yangtze River Bridge 245 

 246 

Fig. 3 Configuration of the Nanjing Dashengguan Yangtze River Bridge 247 

A SHM system was devised and installed to monitor the environmental, loading and response 248 

information in the second year after the completion of the bridge in 2005. A total of 1078 sensors 249 

were employed, including anemometers, temperature sensors, vehicle weighing systems, anchor load 250 

cells and others. The cable forces of all the 167 stay cables were recorded by using the JC1-type 251 

anchor load cells with a sampling frequency of 10Hz and a relative measurement error of ±1%. In 252 

this paper, cable force measurements of the stay cable NJX21 as highlighted in Fig. 4 are adopted 253 

for the anomaly trend detection analysis. 254 

 255 

Fig. 4 The studied stay cable NJX21 256 

3.2 Data pre-processing 257 

Raw cable force measurements of the three stay cables (i.e., NJX21, NJX20 and NJX19 as shown in 258 

Fig. 4) in 30 seconds are plotted in Fig. 5, where the data missing phenomenon is widespread. As 259 
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discussed earlier, the moving time window mean imputation is employed to address the data missing 260 

issue with a window length of 2 seconds. The cable force signals after missing data imputation are 261 

plotted in Fig. 6, which achieve a good continuity. 262 

 263 

 264 

Fig. 5 Raw cable force signals of the three stay cables in 30s 265 

 266 

Fig. 6 Signals after missing data imputation 267 

Cable force signals of the stay cable NJX21 in 24 hours, as shown in Fig. 7, are taken as the 268 

example to explain the thermal separation procedure using the multi-resolution wavelet-based 269 

approach. The decomposition level is set as 27 according to Eq. (2), and the wavelet basis function 270 

is ‘coif5’. The daily thermal effect lies on the 19th detail level, whose energy, as shown in Fig. 8, is 271 

not quite large because the daily temperature variation is limited to 4°C. The extracted temperature-272 

induced cable force is plotted in Fig. 7, whose variation trend is in line with that of the monitored 273 

temperatures. Fig. 9 is the cable force signal without the influence of thermal actions, which is used 274 

for index extraction, trigger determination and anomaly trend detection. 275 
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 276 

Fig. 7 Thermal effect separation procedure 277 

 278 

Fig. 8 Energy in each detail level 279 

 280 

Fig. 9 Signals after thermal effect separation 281 

3.3 Index extraction 282 

The length of window should be determined based on the minimum duration of anomalous events. 283 

Considering the relatively long duration of structural damages (from the instant of occurrence of 284 

damage to maintenance), damage-induced events are not the controllable cases for determination of 285 

window length. In this study, overloading vehicle events are adopted as the dominated cases to 286 
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determine the length of window. 287 

The overall length of the Nanjing Dashengguan Yangtze River Bridge is 1288m, and the 288 

significant positive influence line of the studied stay cable shown in Fig. 10 almost crosses 905m of 289 

the bridge. Moreover, based on the statistical results of heavy vehicle speeds in this bridge as shown 290 

in Fig. 10, the average speed of heavy vehicles is 52.6km/h. The average active time window of 291 

overloading vehicle events is calculated as 61.9 seconds, i.e., 619 data points for the sampling 292 

frequency of 10Hz. In this paper, the length of time window is determined as 60s subject to the 293 

sampling frequency of 10Hz. 294 

 295 

Fig. 10 Duration time window discussion subject to overloading vehicle events 296 

According to Eq. (3), the energy anomaly detection index along the timeline is extracted from 297 

the time history as shown in Fig. 9, which is plotted in Fig. 11. As requested by the GPD analysis in 298 

independent identically distribution, daily maximum index highlighted in Fig. 11 is adopted for the 299 

trigger estimation. The extracted daily maximum indexes in 2007 are plotted in Fig. 12, which are 300 

the database for the GPD analysis. 301 
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 302 

Fig. 11 Extracted energy index in March 5, 2007 303 

 304 

Fig. 12 Daily maximum energy index sequence in 2007 305 

3.4 Trigger determination 306 

To predict the anomaly detection trigger, the threshold needs to be first determined based on the 307 

characteristics of the mean excess function and standardized residual. According to Eqs. (6) and (7), 308 

the mean excess function and standardized residual derived from the daily maximum indexes in 2007 309 

are plotted in Fig. 13. It is observed that if the threshold is 17 000, the corresponding standardized 310 

residual approaches its lowest point, and the mean residual life plot approximately follows a straight 311 

line. Therefore, the optimal threshold of the daily maximum energy indexes for the GPD discussions 312 

is set as 17 000. 313 
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 314 

Fig. 13 Mean excess function and standardized residual 315 

Following the method of confidence interval estimation (i.e., the bootstrap), shape and scale 316 

parameters subject to 95%, 80%, 50% and 20% confidence coefficients are estimated as (-0.1782, 317 

8964.1), (-0.2346, 8289.2), (-0.285, 7728.5), and (-0.32, 7362), respectively. Histograms of the 318 

exceedance and GPD fitting results corresponding to the four confidence coefficients are plotted in 319 

Fig. 14. 320 

 321 

Fig. 14 Pareto distribution with various confidence coefficients 322 

According to Eq. (9), the triggers of anomaly trend detection with 95%, 80%, 50% and 20% 323 

confidence coefficients are predicted as 58671.47, 48862.53, 42499.48 and 39035.2, respectively. 324 

3.5 Case study 1: spike detection 325 

Signal spikes are always observed in measured signals from SHM systems, which are caused by 326 

electrical transients in voltage, current, or transferred energy in an electrical circuit. Spikes are not 327 
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signals of interest for anomaly detection, and even coupled with signals induced by anomalous 328 

scenarios, resulting in false detection. For instance, cable force signals of the studied stay cable on 329 

Jan. 17, 2008 are influenced by the spike as shown in Fig. 15. False detection is observed if the index 330 

of absolute cable force value is employed. The specific detection result is illustrated in Fig. 16 by 331 

using the absolute cable force index. Based on Fig. 16, anomaly event is detected with more than 95% 332 

confidence, however, the actual situation is that the anomaly detection is triggered by the spike signal, 333 

and the structure operated as usual. 334 

 335 

Fig. 15 Measured cable force signals on Jan. 17, 2008 336 

 337 

Fig. 16 Detection result using absolute cable force index 338 

In addition, the cointegration residual of the monitored cable force served as index to detect 339 

spikes. The details using cointegration techniques to detect anomalies are presented in our previous 340 

paper (Fan et al., 2020). The detection result is shown in Fig. 17. As a result, the spike triggered the 341 

anomaly detection, resulting in a false alarm. 342 
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 343 

Fig. 17 Detection result using cointegration residual 344 

Considering the characteristics of spikes in short duration and large absolute value, the energy 345 

index is proposed in this paper to improve the tolerance of index to spikes. Similarly, the raw signals 346 

of the cable force shown in Fig. 15 are used to conduct the anomaly trend detection. The detection 347 

result is demonstrated in Fig. 18. Compared with the absolute cable force index and cointegration 348 

residual, the energy index has more tolerance to spikes. Thus, when using the energy index, it is not 349 

necessary to delete spikes in the data pre-processing section. 350 

 351 

Fig. 18 Detection result using energy index 352 

3.6 Case study 2: overloading vehicle detection 353 

Since no confidential overloading vehicle scenarios were recorded, simulated cases were introduced 354 

in this study. It is assumed that three 100-ton overloading vehicles simultaneously go through the 355 

bridge with a constant speed of 60 km/h, and the corresponding simulated cable force signal of the 356 

stay cable NJX 21 is shown in Fig. 19. Then, the signal is merged into the real-time monitored cable 357 

force data at instant T on Jan. 22, 2008 to simulate the event that the overloading vehicles involve in 358 
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the normal operational traffic flow. The simulated cable force signals after data pre-processing are 359 

shown in Fig. 20, where the simulated overloading event is highlighted. Moreover, it is observed that 360 

during the time window between 3:00 a.m. and 6:00 a.m., signals are concentrated on the horizontal 361 

axis of zero since there are rare traffic volumes during this time window, which further verifies the 362 

effectiveness of the proposed thermal response separation methodology. 363 

Similarly, the energy indexes are calculated and plotted in Fig. 21 together with triggers of point 364 

estimation and the four confidence levels. The details regarding calculation of the trigger using point 365 

estimation method is presented in our previous paper (Xu et al., 2020b). The trigger derived from the 366 

point estimation is lower than that of 20% confidence level, which is prone to raise false detection. 367 

Based on Fig. 21, the anomalous event is detected by using the point estimation, while it is detected 368 

with more than 95% confidence using confidence interval estimation. 369 

 370 

Fig. 19 Simulated cable force signal with three 100-ton vehicles going through the bridge 371 

 372 

Fig. 20 Simulated cable force signals after data pre-processing 373 
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 374 

Fig. 21 Detection result of the three 100-ton vehicles through the bridge 375 

Additional two overloading events are assumed herein, which are two 100-ton vehicles and 376 

single 100-ton vehicle going through the bridge, respectively. The detection results of the two 377 

overloading events are shown in Fig. 22 and Fig. 23. Two 100-ton vehicles through the bridge is 378 

detected with a more than 80% confidence, and the single 100-ton vehicle through the bridge is 379 

detected with an almost 20% confidence. As a result, the level of detection confidence increases with 380 

the weight of overloading vehicles. Although the two overloading cases could be detected by using 381 

the point estimation, the detection results from the confidence interval estimation give more 382 

information for decision-makings. 383 

 384 

Fig. 22 Detection result of the two 100-ton vehicles through the bridge 385 
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 386 

Fig. 23 Detection result of the single 100-ton vehicle through the bridge 387 

3.7 Case study 3: snow disaster detection 388 

Nanjing city suffered from a heavy snow storm at the end of Jan. in 2008. With the accumulation of 389 

snow on the pavement of the Nanjing Dashengguan Yangtze River, the bridge gradually carried extra 390 

snow loads. The recorded cable force data of the stay cable NJX21 during the snow storm time 391 

window (Jan. 26, 2008) are plotted in Fig. 24. After the data pre-processing and index extraction, the 392 

energy index on Jan. 26, 2008 is plotted in Fig. 25. 393 

 394 

Fig. 24 Raw cable force signal during the snow storm 395 
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 396 

Fig. 25 Detection result of the snow storm 397 

Based on Fig. 25, the snow storm induced anomalous scenario is detected via the point 398 

estimation, and it is detected with a more than 80% confidence using confidence interval estimation. 399 

The anomalous scenario resulted from two facts: (1) the bridge took extra snow loads with the 400 

accumulation of snow on the pavement; and (2) the traffic volume was extremely large when the 401 

bridge was re-opened since the short-term shutdown of the bridge generated large number of waiting 402 

vehicles. In view of the structural safety, the bridge was shut down for the whole day on Jan. 27, 403 

2008. 404 

 405 

4. Conclusions 406 

In this paper, a probabilistic anomaly trend detection method is developed for large span cable-407 

supported bridges, where energy index is proposed to achieve robust detection performance and 408 

confidence interval estimation is used to measure the uncertainty within the anomaly detection 409 

procedure. The concluding remarks are summarized as follows: 410 

(1) Data pre-processing (i.e., missing data imputation and thermal response separation) is a 411 

critical step in the anomaly detection process. Moving time window mean imputation is adopted for 412 

missing data imputation, and the multi-resolution wavelet-based approach is applied to separate 413 

thermal effects from the recorded structural response signals. 414 

(2) An energy index in the time domain is proposed for the probabilistic anomaly detection. 415 

Compared with the absolute value-based index, the energy index has more tolerance to spikes. Thus, 416 

spike detection is not necessary in the data pre-processing when using the energy index. 417 

(3) Confidence interval estimation is used to predict triggers with different confidences in the 418 
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GPD analysis for anomaly detection, where four confidence levels (i.e., 95%, 80%, 50% and 20% 419 

confidence) are defined. 420 

(4) The effectiveness of the anomaly detection methodology is verified by using field cable 421 

force measurements of the Nanjing Dashengguan Yangtze River Bridge. The triggers with different 422 

confidences are derived based on the measurements in 2007. Three cases are presented in this study, 423 

which are spike detection, overloading vehicle detection and snow disaster detection. The spike is 424 

not detected when using the energy index. The simulated overloading events are all detected, where 425 

different overloading vehicles have different confidence levels. The snow disaster is detected on Jan. 426 

26, 2008 with more than 80% confidence. 427 

In this study, the single index, cable force, is used for the anomaly detection discussions. In the 428 

future, a multi-index detection method is promising in the practical applications to ensure the 429 

structural and operational safety of bridges. 430 
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